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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Personal identification based on handwriting [1]
analysis is an important research area aimed at
automatic identity recognition of the writer. It is
receiving growing interest from both academia and
industry because of the important role it plays in
criminal justice [2][3]. There are numerous languages
throughout the world. Each language poses a
different challenge to the writer recognition problem
depending on its characteristics. So, it is very clear that
the problem associated with writer identification
varies across multiple languages. It is also evident that
the importance of writer recognition has become
more significant these days. As a result, the number of
researchers involved in studying this challenging
problem is increasing.
The handwriting of an individual contains the
following information; the content part (relating to the
content of the handwritten text) and the style part
(reflecting the individual writing style of the writer) [4].
The way writers’ stroke while writing reveals their
personality and the stability of their writing style. This
helps experts to distinguish writings of different writers
[5]. The main focus of writer recognition is to know
more about the writer, rather than knowing what is
written. So, the physical manner in which lines and
loops are produced is of great importance in writer

recognition. It is a fact that different people have
different handwriting. Thus, the analysis of handwritten
documents with the purpose of determining the writer
can contribute greatly to the criminal justice system as
well as a wide variety of fields ranging from security,
forensics, financial activities to archeology (e.g. to
identify ancient document writers).
This paper focuses on off-line text-independent
writer recognition using images of Chinese
handwritten texts. Text-independent approach is not
limited by text content; therefore, it has received
increased attention in recent years on extracting
writing style features from the global writing text.
However, this makes the problem more difficult in
many cases (e.g. in criminal investigation) where
writers and characters are indeterminable because
no registration is available and off-line training is
impossible [6]. Text-independent off-line Chinese
handwriting identification is a rather challenging task
[7][8] because many valuable writing features such as
shape features and dynastic writing information are
still not available. Writing features can only be
extracted from the handwriting image; and that
means that a lot of valuable writing information is lost.
Before discussing writer recognition of Chinese
handwriting, a summary of the properties of Chinese
character
structures
which
determines
the
requirements for writer recognition on off-line text-
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independent Chinese Handwritten Script is provided
as follows.
The stroke shapes and structures of Chinese
characters whose handwriting characteristics are
embedded are quite different from those of other
languages [9]. This makes it more difficult to identify
Chinese handwriting. Chinese characters are highly
complex, and there are a high number of potential
feature sets [10]. According to [11], in Chinese
characters, the structures of Chinese characters are
made complicated by the multi strokes of each
character [12].

2.0 CHINESE CHARACTER STRUCTURES
2.1 Strokes and Radical of Chinese Character
Chinese characters, which are in the shape of a
square, are made up of strokes. These strokes fall into
eight main categories: horizontal (一), vertical (丨), leftfalling (丿), right-falling (丶), rising dot (、), hook (亅),
and turning (乛, 乚, 乙, etc.), as shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2. Chinese characters are made up of two or
more components (radicals). They have a total of 12
kinds of common layout structures according to the
composing patterns of their radicals, as shown in
Figure 3 and Figure 4. The most complicated Chinese
character has 36 strokes [13][14], as shown in Figure 5.
It is a good example to show that the complexity of
structures makes structural description difficult.

Figure 3 The common layout structures of Chinese
characters: (1) single/radical; (2) left-right; (3) left-middleright; (4) up-down; (5) up-middle-down; (6) up-left; (7) leftdown; (8) up-right; (9) left-up-right; (10); up-left-down; (11)
left-down-right; (12) enclosure
Figure 1 Basic Chinese writing strokes

Figure 4 Examples of Chinese character structures

Figure 2 Turning strokes and hook stroke

Figure 5 Examples of Chinese character structures. The right
panel shows a complicated Chinese character with 5
radicals and 36 strokes, which can be further decomposed
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In recent years, Western writer recognition has
become an active research area. Western
handwriting identification technology has been
experimented on large handwriting databases and
has shown practical effectiveness. But many
identification methods proposed for Western
handwriting are not suitable for Eastern handwriting,
such as Chinese and Japanese [9], [15], [4], [4].
Eastern writer recognition technology and methods
still face many challenges. The basic reason is that
Western handwriting (like English) is alphabetic writing
while eastern writing (like Chinese) is ideographic
writing. English letters are simple and have plenty of
curve connections between simple letters while
Eastern handwriting is composed of separate
characters with complex structures consisting strokes
and radicals [16]. Western writing has lots of ink
connection between individual letters. But Eastern
writing, regardless of Chinese, Japanese or Korean, is
composed of characters in separate block structures.
Furthermore, words are written from left to right for
Western handwriting while Chinese handwriting is
written from top downwards [17]. But both sentences
are written the same way from left to right, as shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6 The construction principle of a Chinese character.
The word depicted here means “flower”

Figure 8 Examples: the sentence "
" (wŏ qù běi
jīng), which means "I am going to Beijing" presented in
different writing styles by different writers

2.2 Chinese Handwriting Style
The writing styles of different people can be roughly
divided into three categories: regular script (also
called handprint), fluent script, and cursive script [13].
The intermediate style between regular and fluent is
called fluent-regular, and the style between fluent
and cursive is called fluent-cursive. Some examples of
the three typical styles are shown in Figure 7. We can
see that the strokes of regular script are mostly
constructed in straight-line segments. The fluent script
has many curved strokes and, frequently, successive
strokes are connected. In cursive script, some
character shapes differ drastically from the standard
shape, as shown in Figure 8.
In off-line Chinese handwriting identification, many
issues are still unresolved. Chinese characters have
complex stroke crossing. Individual characters are
made up of many different strokes, which are of
different shapes, for example, dot, horizontal line,
vertical line, downward left, downward right, left hook,
and right hook. These strokes are used in different
combinations to construct the different characters.
Because the number of characters (classes) is very
large, many characters have very complex structures
that consist of strokes and radicals. The extraction of
strokes and radicals is not easy, especially when they
are connected within the characters. The joining of
strokes in cursive style makes the precise capture of
features and sub-structures (radicals or strokes) for
recognition difficult, or even impossible. The method
to decide the threshold of cursiveness for categorizing
handwritten Chinese characters is still unregulated.
2.3 Chinese Database

Figure 7 Examples of the three major writing styles (from left
to right: regular script, fluent script, cursive script)

Standard datasets play crucial roles in handwriting
identification research [18][19][20][21]. With the large
number [22][23][18] of training and testing data
provided, they result in high model fit and reliable
confidence in statistics[18]. They are also meant by
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which evaluation among different recognition
algorithms can be performed. More and more
handwriting researchers are beginning to pay much
attention to the dataset standardization and evaluate
their work using standard datasets [24].
In this section, the main databases used for writer
recognition of Chinese handwritten scripts are
addressed. The Chinese character databases which
vary in writing style, cursiveness and others are
summarized in Table 1.
HCL2000 (Handwritten Character Library 2000): This
database [25] facilitates handwritten Chinese
recognition research. The word “2000” in HCL2000
indicates that the database contains 2000 samples
collected in the year of 2000. The collection of
HCL2000 was supported by the Chinese Government
through China 863 high-tech project. HCL2000
contains 3,755 frequently used Chinese characters
written by 1000 different writers. The writers’
information, which was collected by Beijing University
of Posts and Telecommunications for China 863
projects, was incorporated into the database to
facilitate the testing on grouping writers with different
backgrounds. HCL2000 has two characteristics: one is
its large number (the total image sample number is
3,755,000; which is 3,755 frequently used simplified
Chinese characters written by 1,000 different
subjects); the other is that it contains information of the
writers, which can help researchers to study the styles
of calligraphy of different writers and writer
identification. The writers’ information includes the
age, occupation, gender, education, address and
others.
CASIA Off-line Chinese Handwriting databases [26]
[27][28]: These were built by the Institute of
Automation of Chinese Academy of Sciences
(CASIA). Handwritten samples of isolated characters
and handwritten texts (continuous scripts) were
produced by 1,020 writers using Anoto pen on paper.
A portion of on-line handwritten characters, in the
dataset called CASIA-OLHWDB1 (now called as
CASIA-OLHWDB1.0), was released at ICDAR 2009. The
databases include six datasets of on-line data and six
datasets of off-line data, in each case, three for
isolated characters (DB1.0–1.2) and three for
handwritten texts (DB2.0–2.2). All the data has been
segmented and annotated at character level, and
each dataset is partitioned into standard training and
test subsets. The handwritten pages were scanned (in
resolution of 300dpi) to obtain color images, including
3,866 Chinese characters and 171 alphanumeric and
symbols. The databases are large in the sense that the
number of writers is over 1,000 and the on-line and offline isolated character datasets contain about 3.9
million samples of 7,356 classes, and the number of
character samples in the on-line/off-line handwritten
text datasets is about 1.35 million. All the data have
been segmented and labeled at character level and
partitioned into standard training and test subsets. The
databases can be used for research tasks of
handwritten document segmentation, character

recognition, text line recognition, document retrieval,
writer adaptation, and writer identification.
HIT-MW database [29][30] (HIT is the abbreviation of
Harbin Institute of Technology, and MW means it is
written by Multiple Writers): More than 780 participants
(involving 240 writers) contributed their natural
handwriting to this database. 853 legible Chinese
handwriting samples were collected. There are
186,444 characters in total including letters and
punctuation marks besides Chinese characters. These
characters lead to 8,664 text lines. The database has
at least three distinctions. First, the handwriting is
naturally written with no rulers that can be used to
make the text line straight by and large. This feature
makes it suitable for conducting experiments on
Chinese text line segmentation. Second, the
underlying texts for hand-copying are sampled from
People’s Daily corpus in a systematic way and the
writers are carefully chosen to give a balanced
distribution. Third, the handwriting is collected by mail
or middleman, not face-to-face, resulting in some real
handwriting phenomena, such as miswriting and
erasing. Besides text line segmentation, the HIT-MW is
fit to research segmentation-free recognition
algorithms, to verify the effect of statistical language
model (SLM) in real handwriting situation, and to study
the nerve mechanism of Chinese hand copying
activity.
The ETL Character Database: This database was
supplied by the Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) in
Japan, and consequently by its reorganized successor
the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science
and Technology (AIST). ETL character databases
consist of ETL1-ETL9 gray-valued image data which
contain about 1.2 million hand-written and machineprinted character images that include Japanese,
Chinese, Latin and numeric characters for character
recognition researches. ETL8 and ETL9 are binarized
image data. ETL9 consists of 2,965 Chinese and 71
Hiragana, 200 samples per class written by 4000
people. ETL8 consists of 881 classes of handwritten
Chinese and 75 classes of Hiragana, 160 samples per
class written by 1,600 people. ETL8B and ETL9B are
open to the public.

3.0 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING WORK
There are three main parts in the process of
handwriting identification: pre-processing, feature
extraction and classification (or matching). In
literature of handwriting identification, the feature
extraction and matching are the two major topics
covered.
In the eastern text-independent writer recognition
approach, any text can be used to establish
identification. This method does not require the
matching of the same characters but extract the
writing style features from the global writing text. The
global approach is based on texture analysis, where a
writer's handwriting is regarded as a texture. Therefore,
in the case of text-independent approach, different
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handwriting images are considered as different
textures. The goal of this approach is to determine the
writer of a text among a number of known writers using
images of their handwritings. This is popular in practical
applications of writer identification. The methods
based on texture analysis are used. In the field of
image processing and identification, texture analysis is
commonly used and accepted method.
In reference to [31] the multi-channel Gabor filter
technique was introduced to analyze Chinese
handwriting and achieved the highest identification
accuracy of 95.7% using handwritings from 17 different
people. Though Gabor filter is an effective method in
handwriting-based writer identification, it has some
disadvantages.
One
of
the
more
serious
disadvantages is the intensive computational cost
because the 2-D Gabor filter has to convolute the
whole image for each orientation and each
frequency. Besides, the Gabor filter method does not
consider the relation among the Gabor coefficients in
each sub-band and only use the mean and standard
derivation to represent a whole sub-band.
[32] outlined that the Independent Component
Analysis method is adopted and achieved the highest
identification accuracy of 91.3% with the database of
30 people. Independent component analysis (ICA)
was developed as a de-correlation technique for
high-order moment of input signal. In recent times,
feature extraction and pattern recognition have also
been prominent applications of ICA. ICA, based on
the higher-order statistical correlation between data,
extracted internal features of the image and made full
use of the statistical characteristic of the input data.
One of the advantages of the ICA is that it has greatly
reduced the feature extraction time. However, ICA
projections, whose generalization ability is generally
worse than those derived by random projections, run
the risk of producing misleading features; thus making
further selection of the ICA features meaningless.
In reference [33], the Gabor filter is applied to
feature extraction, after which multi-class Support
Vector machine (SVM) is used to train and test the
data from 87 persons. This method achieves the
highest accuracy of 97.7%. SVM, which is known as
suitable for small samples classification and high
generalization performance, is adopted as the
classifier. However, the identification process is rather
troublesome. In the real application of handwriting
identification, at least hundreds of samples in the
database or even more are required. Previous texture
methods have performed well even when the
samples in the database are rather small. When the
sample of handwriting in the database is increase, the
identification accuracy of SVM is declines sharply.
In reference to [34], run-length measurements are
also used for handwriting analysis and the highest
accuracy of 91.3% was achieved from the database
of 19 people. However, this method has only been
tested in a database of small samples and it has not
been used extensively. A grey level run is a set of
consecutive, collinear picture points having the same
grey level value.

In reference to [35], the combination of Gabor Filter
and auto-correlation function has shown better
performance and higher stability than either one’s
single algorithm. The texture images are divided into 4
sub-images from input handwriting. This division
improves the identification accuracy greatly. Then the
Gabor filter is applied on each. Mean and standard
deviation are then used as extracted features for
writer identification. An advantage of these filters is
that they satisfy the minimum space-bandwidth
product per uncertainty principle and provide
simultaneous optimal resolution in both the space and
spatial-frequency domains. Weighted Euclidean
Distance (WED) classifier is used to match the
extracted features. The traditional autocorrelation
function method is modified to decrease the
computational cost while still maintains high
identification accuracy. The experiments were carried
out on 50 people’s handwritings and the result was
achieved. In future experiments, a larger number of
handwriting is needed.
To solve [35] problem, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
referred to by [36] is used to extract textural features.
The original image is proposed to form a binary image
with black foreground and white background after
image denoising. Separated “character images”
(image with single character extracted from the
binary image) are obtained for writer identification.
Then the computer chooses parts of the character
images to form texture images, after which FFT is
applied for feature extraction. All the required feature
vectors are fused to get their mathematical
expectations. The Weighted Euclidean Distance
(WED) classifier is then implemented to identify the
writer. The feasibility of this method was tested on 200
samples of handwriting of 100 different people. Each
person presents two samples; one for establishing the
database and the other for testing. These samples of
handwriting had only one requirement, that is, they
should contain at least 200 characters. The content
and writing tools used were not important. This
experiment started out with a database of 100 persons
and then increased to 500 persons respectively. It
achieves the highest accuracy of 98% concerning Top
10 and 95% concerning Top 25. The result shows that
though this method can obtain positive results, its
accuracy is not as high as expected. This is mainly
because the fluctuation of textural features leads to
random differences between handwriting for tests
and handwriting in the database. The three main
differences are:


The
irregularities
in
handwriting
characteristics: One’s handwriting can vary
depending on the writing tool used, the
writing environment and the state of the writer
at the time of writing.



The arbitrary nature of the written content:
The contents of handwriting samples vary at a
large scale in real application. Since the size
of the texture images is limited, a single
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texture image cannot contain all the
characters. Different characters will definitely
lead to textural feature differences.


The random positions of the written
characters: According to the method of
constructing texture images proposed above,
the characters in a given texture image may
be positioned randomly, thus influencing the
stability of the textural features.

According to [37], Wavelet-based GGD features to
replace the traditional 2-D Gabor filters. Wavelet
transform is a tool that cuts up data or functions or
operators into different frequency components, and
then studies each component with a resolution
matched to its scale. Compared with the Gabor filter,
2-D wavelet can decompose the image into subbands with different frequencies and orientations. The
method is to overcome the intensive computational
cost, because the 2-D Gabor filter has to convolute
the whole image for each orientation and each
frequency. The GGD method is firstly decomposes the
handwriting image via wavelet transform at three
levels, and then apply the GGD model on the wavelet
decomposition sub-bands except the HH sub-band at
the finest scale. Twenty Chinese handwriting samples
written by 10 persons were used in the experiments,
with each one of them contributing a sample of
training handwriting and another sample of testing
handwriting. Based on the experiments, the 2-D Gabor
filter is a good method for handwriting-based writer
identification but the new method achieves better
results and reduces the elapsed time greatly.
In [38] a new method using Hidden Markov tree
model (HMT) in wavelet domain for off-line, textindependent
handwriting
identification
was
presented. Experiments on 1000 Chinese handwritings
and 4000 sub-handwritings provided by 500 persons
indicate that the new method was satisfactory and
outperformed
the
2-D
Gabor
model,
the
representative of the existing methods for off-line, textindependent
writer
identification,
on
both
identification
accuracy
and
computational
efficiency. Firstly, the handwritings are decomposed
into a series of wavelet sub-bands at different
resolutions via wavelet transform, and only the
wavelet coefficients within sub-bands of interest are
considered. With the 2-D Gabor model, the entire
handwriting is convoluted with 2-D Gabor filters for
each frequency and each orientation and the
convolution must be redone when either frequency or
orientation is changed. This greatly decreases the
computational efficiency. In addition, mean and
standard derivation, two statistical parameters used in
the 2-D Gabor model, certainly cannot describe well
the statistical properties of Gabor coefficients within
each Gabor sub-band. On the contrary, the HMT
model provides an accurate description for the
statistical distribution of wavelet coefficients. The
accurate model naturally brings about a better
identification result. The disadvantage of the Gabor

method is that it does not consider the relationship
between the Gabor coefficients in each sub-band
and only uses the mean and standard derivation to
represent a whole sub-band. Mean and standard
derivations are not accurate statistical descriptions of
one sub-band. To capture the relationship among
wavelet coefficients well, the hidden Markov tree
(HMT) is an ideal model.
[39] proposed an efficient method on texture
feature for text-independent writer recognition. The
method decomposes the image into sub-bands with
different frequencies and orientations by using
modified 2-D Gabor filter to extract texture features. It
transforms an image into four sub-images by 2-D
separable Gabor transform. The modified 2-D Gabor
filter gives a total of 48 output images. The feature
vector is the mean and variance of each output
image. A total of 96 features are extracted from a
given image. This modified method can overcome
high computational cost in traditional 2-D Gabor filter
by extracting features from specified sub-bands but
not from the whole handwriting image. This
experiment was conducted on a self-compiled
Chinese handwriting database. The database
contains 609 address images, which are in three
pages written by each of 203 writers. Each image
contains about 20 Chinese characters. The Weighted
Chi-square classifier is implemented to identify the
writer. The accuracy obtained from this modified
method was 90.3% and from the traditional method
was 76.1%. The limitation of this method is that it was
not tested on different standard handwriting
databases and needs real-world implementation.
Another method for off-line Chinese handwriting
identification based on stroke shapes and structures is
proposed by [40]. To extract the features embedded
in Chinese handwriting characters, two special
structures were explored according to the trait of
Chinese handwriting characters. These two structures
are the bounding rectangle and the TBLR
quadrilateral. Sixteen features were extracted from
the two structures, which were used to compute the
unadjusted similarity, and the other four commonly
used features were also computed to adjust the
similarities. The final identification was performed on
the similarities. Experimental results on the SYSU
generated and collected from 950 Chinese
characters and HanjaDB1 databases (the 800 most
frequently used characters classes in names of
Korean, which covers 96.6% of usage, were collected)
validated the effectiveness of this proposed method.
It obtained both the lowest FAR and FRR on the SYSU
database.
The latest research, [41] proposed a different
approach for off-line, text-independent Chinese writer
identification based on the handwriting style. The
scheme based on the edge structure coding (ESC)
distribution feature and non-parametric discrimination
of the sample has been experimented on HIT-MW
database (240 text documents provided by 240
writers, and each text documents consists of at least
200 characters). ESC distribution feature can
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efficiently model the writing style of each writer and
overcome the limitation of statistical approaches
using a single scale. This approach first requires the
extraction of the fragmented edge structure coding
distribution feature of each writer, and each writer is
represented as a code-based structural probability
distribution. And then, to improve the performance of
writer identification, a simple feature selection
method is used to reduce the dimensions of features.
Finally, the non-parametric discrimination of sample
and prototype distributions based on a chi-square
statistical measure of the dissimilarity of histograms is
employed. This method is free of any possible
erroneous
and
assumptions
about
feature
distributions. Future work will focus on testing on
different handwriting databases, computation
complex analysis, features combination and realworld implementation. A summary of existing methods
up till 2012 is given in Table 2.

drastically from the standard shape. There are
more strokes in cursive style, making the
extraction of cursive stroke a complicated
and difficult task.


Writer recognition distinguishes writers based
on the shape or individual style of writing while
ignoring the meaning of the word or
character written. The shape and style of
writing are different from one person to
another. Even for one person, they are
different at times. However, everyone has
his/her own style of writing and it is
individualistic. There is a unique feature that
can be generalized as significant individual
features through the handwriting shape.



Chinese handwriting is complex in structure
and the relation of character, shape and the
style of writing is also different one from
another. Chinese characters have unique
structures compared to Western characters
and this uniqueness poses technical
challenges to writer recognition. Additionally,
the stroke shape and structure of Chinese
characters are quite different from those of
other languages [11] thus making it more
difficult to identify Chinese handwriting
writers.



Acquiring the features that reflect the author
of various styles of handwriting is difficult. In
the feature selection phase, threshold
selection can affect the feature dimensions
and ultimately the identification results[41].
Among these features there exist significant
individual features which are directly unique
to the individual. High frequency patterns
better reflect a writer’s writing style because a
writer does not write the same strokes in the
same way every time.



Handwriting features are generated from a
size-adjustable sliding window to overcome
statistical features obtained using a single
scale [41]. Previous research used various
window sizes to obtain the best identification
results. The selection of window size will
directly
affect
the
identification
performance. We understand that the
selection of window is important to acquire
the features that reflect the author of
handwriting, whether the extracted features
are optimal or near-optimal to identify the
author. The features may not be independent
of each other or even redundant. Besides,
there may be features that do not provide
any useful information for the task of writer
identification. Extracted features may include
many garbage features. Such features are
not only useless in classification, but
sometimes degrade the performance of a

4.0 CHALLENGES
The technology for Western handwriting identification
has been experimented on a large handwriting
database and is proven to be effective. However, the
same technology is not suitable for Eastern
handwriting
(Chinese
and
Japanese)
writer
recognition. At this stage, the technology and
methods for Eastern handwriting writer recognition are
still lacking.
The main challenges in Chinese handwriting writer
recognition are as follows:


Western
handwriting
(like
English)
is
alphabetic writing while Eastern handwriting
(like Chinese) is ideographic writing. English
letters are simple while Chinese characters
have complex stroke crossing. Western
handwriting includes lots of ink connection
(linking) between individual letters, but
Eastern handwriting, regardless of Chinese,
Japanese or Korean, is composed of
characters in separate block structures.



The strokes, shapes and structures of Chinese
handwriting are highly complex. There is a big
number of potential feature sets. The
extraction of strokes and radicals is
complicated and difficult, especially when
radicals and strokes are connected within
characters.



The Chinese writing styles of different writers
can be divided into three categories: regular
script (also called handprint), fluent script and
cursive script. The strokes of the regular script
are mostly in straight lines. The fluent script
consists of many curved strokes and,
frequently, successive strokes are connected.
In the cursive script, character shapes differ
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classifier designed on a basis of a finite
number of training samples.

[5]

Previous researches have not been tested on
different handwriting databases. To solve this,
new methods needs to be tested with existing
standard
dataset
and
databases,
computation complex analysis, features
combination and real world implementation
so that their results can be comparable and
will not be ambiguous.

[6]

[7]

[8]

5.0 CONCLUSION
A brief overview of the work including its strengths and
weaknesses, a summary and comparison of the
various on-going methods and main challenges
faced in this area has been presented in this paper.
Chinese handwriting identification is complicated
because there are many different characters in the
Chinese language and writing styles, different
approaches utilize different varieties of features, and
yield different accuracies and goals. The journey to
fully develop a writer recognition system that is
practical for widespread use is still need further
research to finding the best and most appropriate
writing feature sets based on the characteristics
features of each language to represent handwriting
image, and the best practice off-line textindependent Chinese writer recognition are real
challenging issues.

[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
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Table 1 Chinese character database

Database Name +
Collected by

Language

#Character sample

# writer
Total

HCL2000 +
Beijing University of
Posts &
Telecommunication for
China 863 project

Chinese

CASIA +
Institute of Automation
of Chinese Academy
of Sciences

Chinese

HIT-MV +
Harbin Institute of
Technology,

Dataset

700 training sets
xx001-xx700

Symbol

1000

3,755,000

3755 simplified Chinese character

420
300
300
420
300
300

1,694,741
1,174,364
1,042,912
1,680,258
1,172,907
1,041,970

71,806
51,232
51,181
71,122
51,158
50,981

420
300
299
419
300
300
240
>780
participants

2,098
20,573
540,009/1,214
1,500
17,282
429,083/2,256
1,494
14,365
379,812/1,303
2,092
20,495
538,868/1,222
1,500
17,292
429,553/2,310
1,499
14,443
380,993/1,331
 853 legible Chinese handwriting
 Total 186444 character including letters, punctuation
beside Chinese characters
 Character lead to 8664 text lines
 By simple computation, get following statistics: Each
sample has 10.16 text lines; Each text line has 21.51
characters;

300 testing sets
hh001-hh300

Chinese

ISOLATED CHARACTER
OLHWDB1.0
OLHWDB1.1
OLHWDB1.2
HWDB1.0
HWDB1.1
HWDB1.2
HANDWRITTEN TEXT
OLHWDB2.0
OLHWDB2.1
OLHWDB2.2
HWDB2.0
HWDB2.1
HWDB2.2
DGR_test
Document Level DL1-DL10
Experimental Validation
Train Test
Textline Segmentation
Experiments
LGT1-LGT10

ETL +
Electrotechnical
Laboratory under
Cooperation with
Japan Electronic
Industry Development
Association, Universities
and other research
organizations






Japanese
Chinese
Latin
Numeric
character

Textlines TL1-TL10
ETL1-ETL9

1.2 million
 2965 Chinese
 71 Hiragana
 200 sample per class

ETL9
ETL8

4000
1600

 881 classes of Chinese
 75 classes of Hiragana
 - 160 sample per class

Remark

#Chinese / Class #

1,622,935/3,866
1,123,132/3,755
991,731/3,319
1,609,136/3,866
1,121,749/3,755
990,989/3,319

 Collection was supported by the Chinese
Government through China 863 high-tech
project.
 Contains information the writers’ information
includes the age, occupation, gender,
education, address and others.
 Can help researchers to study the styles of
calligraphy of different writers and writer
identification.
Image quality :
Handwritten pages were scanned (in resolution of
300 DPT) to obtain colour images

Image quality :
Images are binarized using Otsu algorithm and
saved as BMP files with no compression. The
average storage space of each image is about
260K bytes
Character image size/pattern resolution:
Each writing block of legible forms is scanned into
computer by Microtek ScanMaker 4180. The
resolution is set to 300dpi.

Image quality :
 ETL1-ETL9 are gray-valued image data
 ETL8, ETL9: binarized image data
Character image size/pattern resolution:
60X60 pixels
64X63 pixels
72X76 pixels
128X127 pixels
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Table 2 A summary of existing methods for off-line text-independent writer recognition of Chinese handwriting

References
+Year
[31] + 2001

[32] + 2003

[33] + 2003

[34] + 2004

Brief Description

Database

Feature

Classifier

Accuracy/
Result

Remark

Gabor filter is an effective method was first introduced
to analyse Chinese handwriting but it involving
intensive computational cost because 2-D Gabor filter
has to convolute the whole image for each orientation
and each frequency. The method also does not
consider the relation among the Gabor coefficients in
each sub-band, only use the mean and standard
derivation to represent a whole sub-band.

Handwritings
collected from 17
different people

Multi-channel
Gabor

Weighted
Euclidean
Distance
(WED)

95.7%

Future

Independent Component Analysis method (ICA)
based on the higher-order statistical correlation
between data, extracted internal features of the
image and made full use of the statistical
characteristic of the input data and greatly reduced
the feature extraction time but it also can produce
misleading features.
Gabor filter and multi-class Support Vector machine
(SVM) is adopted as the classifier, known as suitable for
small samples classification and high generalization
performance but the identification process is
troublesome when the samples increase.

Database
collected from 30
people

Independent
Component
Analysis

Weighted
Euclidean
Distance
(WED)

91.3%

Data collected
from 87 persons

Gabor filter

Multi-class
Support Vector
machine (SVM)

97.7%
concerning
Top 8

Run-length measurements are also used for
handwriting analysis but only been tested in a
database of small samples and it has not been used
extensively.

Data collected of
19 people

Weakness
Strength

Future
Weakness
Strength

Future
Weakness
Strength

Run-length
measurements

Euclidean
distance

91.3%

Future
Weakness

Strength
[35] + 2004

[37] + 2005

[36] + 2008

Combination of Gabor Filter and auto-correlation
function has shown better performance and higher
stability than either one’s single algorithm. The texture
images are divided into 4 sub-images from input
handwriting. This division improves the identification
accuracy greatly.

Carried out on 50
people’s
handwritings

Gabor Filter +
autocorrelation
function

Wavelet-based GGD features method achieves better
results and reduces the elapsed time greatly to
overcome the 2-D Gabor filter intensive computational
cost, because 2-D wavelet can decompose the image
into sub-bands with different frequencies and
orientations.

20 Chinese
handwriting
samples written by
10 persons are
collected in their
own database

Wavelet-based
GGD features

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to extract textural
features which can obtain positive result but its
accuracy is not high enough because of the
fluctuation of the textural features which leads to the
random differences between handwriting for test and
handwriting in the database.

200 handwriting
collected from 100
different people
Enlarge data to 500
people

Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT)

Weighted
Euclidean
Distance (WED)

N/A

Future
Weakness
Strength

Kullback-Leibler
Distance

97.8%
concerning
Top 25

Future
Weakness
Strength

Weighted
Euclidean
Distance (WED)

98%
concerning
Top 10
95%
concerning
Top25

Future
Weakness

Strength

In the real application of
handwriting identification there are
actually at least hundreds of
samples in the database or even
more.
Intensive computational cost
An effective method in
handwriting-based writer
identification
Methods need to be tested in the
large scale of database
Producing misleading features
Greatly reducing the feature
extraction time.
Troublesome identification process
need to be improved
Tested in a database of small
samples
The classifier suitable for small
samples classification and high
generalization performance
Need to be tested in a large scale
of database
Tested in a database of small
samples and it has not been used
extensively
A good start of feature to be
experimented
A larger number of handwriting is
needed.
Limitation is not tested on different
standard handwriting databases
Decrease the computational cost
while still maintains high
identification accuracy
Limitation is not tested on different
standard handwriting databases
Tested in a database of small
samples
To overcome the intensive
computational cost by traditional 2D Gabor filters
Solving fluctuation of the textural
features problem.
Fluctuation of the textural features
leads to the random differences
between handwriting for test and
handwriting in the database.
Solving [35] problem.
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[38] + 2008

[40] + 2011

[39] + 2012
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Hidden Markov tree model (HMT) model provides an
accurate description for the statistical distribution of
wavelet coefficients. It can obtain better identification
result to overcome Gabor method problem which is
does not consider the relationship between the Gabor
coefficients in each sub-band and only uses the mean
and standard derivation to represent a whole subband.
Method based on stroke shapes and structure is
proposed to extract the features embedded in
Chinese handwriting characters, two special structures
were used. Four commonly used features were
computed to adjust the similarities and another sixteen
features were extracted to compute the unadjusted
similarity.

Handwritings
written by 500
persons

Modified 2-D Gabor filter method can overcome high
computational cost in traditional 2-D Gabor filter by
decomposing the image into sub-bands with different
frequencies and orientations and extracting features
from specified sub-bands but not from the whole
handwriting image.

Handwriting
database
collected by their
own data set.

Hidden Markov
Tree Model

Support Vector
machine (SVM)

95.4%
concerning
Top 25

Future

Weakness

Strength
HanjaDB1 and SYSU
databases

Bounding
rectangle and
TBLR
quadrilateral

Weighted sum

results are
encouraging
- lowest FAR
and FRR

Future

Weakness

Strength
Modified 2-D
Gabor filter

Weighted chisquare distance

90.3%

Future
Weakness

Strength
[41] + 2012

Edge structure coding (ESC) distribution feature based
on handwriting style and non-parametric discrimination
can efficiently model the writing style of each writer
and overcome the limitation of statistical approaches
using a single scale.

HIT-MW database

HIT-MW
database

Chi-square
statistical
measure

95.4%

Future
Weakness

Strength

Method limitation is not tested on
different standard handwriting
databases
The method is not tested to
standard database for result
comparison
Greatly decreasing the
computational efficiency
Method limitation is not tested on
different standard handwriting
databases
Validating the effectiveness of this
proposed method accuracy for
comparison with others method
Used to compute the unadjusted
similarity
Need to be tested to others
standard database.
Limitation is not tested on different
standard handwriting databases
and need real-world
implementation.
Overcome high computational
cost in traditional 2-D Gabor filter
Need to be tested with others
standard database for comparison
Limitation is not tested on different
standard handwriting databases
and need real-world
implementation.
Efficiently model the writing style of
each writer and overcome the
limitation of statistical approaches
using a single scale

